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TRAINER'S ROOM -- With the exception of Scott Speicher, the entirety of the Texans staff is healthy.
After missing the final two months of the 2009 season with a biceps tear, it's been an especially busy

offseason for staff ace Mike Remlinger. In addition to trying to recover from Tommy John elbow
surgery, Remlinger has been training at both ASA and the United States Olympic Training Center in
Colorado Springs, Colo. Remlinger's two-day road trip to Sandy Springs, Ga., is just two of the many
that he's made in preparation for the 2010 season. Over the last decade, the radio voice of the NFL's

longest-tenured franchise has had no shortage of memorable moments. Now, he'd like to create
some memorable sound bytes of his own. Enter former Atlanta Falcons receiver Mark Jones. After

hanging up his cleats, Jones packed on the Hollywood Vibe, donned a microphone, did a few pages of
his autobiography, and went to work. Earlier this spring, Jones' new business partners came together

for a roundtable interview on the "B.D. and D" podcast. The idea was simple: They'd talk football,
sports, lifestyle and anything in between, but they also had a goal in mind. "He wrote it down on this
piece of paper and said, 'I want to produce a commercial,' and so we said let's do this," recalls Scott

Taylor. "He sat down and wrote a commercial for me and my wife and the Houston Texans. I was
like, 'Oh my gosh.' They're going to make us famous or something? "To be quite honest, I didn't even

know how to break up the commercial with guys saying things. He probably was laughing when he
wrote that down. Now he goes off and does the radio show and is talking 6d1f23a050
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